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I am a resident of Bethlehem NH, on Old Franconia Road.  It is designated a scenic road in NH.  At
the end of this road, your visual would include high tension wires if they were built above ground. 
This would be an eye sore while you are looking ahead to the cannon ball mountain range.  I
personally would be impacted by my home, as they would stand tall enough for me to see the from
my deck, now all I see is the mountains including our precious Cannon Ski area. 
 
If you were to bury the lines, it could impact my own personal spring, as well as the spring on our
road.  Day and night individuals come to gather spring water, free to them.  It also has history.  The
original carriages that came from the notch through to Littleton over this road stopped at the spring
to rest and water the horses before continuing on.  To possibly destroy this natural resource that
owners on this road have kept safe for all this time would be a tragedy.  By even considering bringing
high intensity power lines through our state, with no intention of helping our own constituents is
wrong on all accounts.
 
We must consider not only our own now, but the future.  Water will be a commodity in the future,
clean spring water that bubbles out of the ground should be treasured, as a special diamond and
protected at all costs.  There are many other ways individuals/companies can achieve electrical
power, such as solar and wind, and they should consider that instead of possibly destroying our few
natural resources we have in the Northern part of New Hampshire. 
 
Please consider our future, the value we have in our precious landscape as well as our water supply
before you would even consider building a power line that we will not benefit from, only loose our
resources, lively hood and possible homes.
 
Thank you for your attention.
Karen Armento
1278 Old Franconia Road
Bethlehem, NH 03574
 
603-259-3210
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